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A Cute Cat Coloring Book for kids with over coloring pages and fun. Any cat lover, especially girls, will have so much fun coloring
the cute, funny illustrations of big cats, small cats, kittens, and more. Also included are fun games such as mazes, connect-thedots, copy-the-cat and much more. It really is a great cat coloring book for toddlers, kids ages 4-8 as well as kids ages 8-12. Or
any cat lover, even adults. And if you're shopping for a birthday or Christmas gift, this is just the thing. Unlike those books with thin,
newspaper-like pages, this coloring book is printed on high-quality, thick paper, that doesn't fall victim to your kids' tendency to
color in one spot for too long. Plus, because it is printed on one side only, your kids can use their favorite coloring tools (pencils,
crayons, pens or felt tip) without worrying that an image on the back will be ruined. Inside The Book: Large 8.5 x 11 pages. Perfect
cat coloring book for girls, boys, and kids of all ages. Makes a great gift. Get this Cat Coloring Book For Kids Ages 3-5 and Order
Today! Make sure to look at our other products for other book ideas and covers by clicking on the author's name.
The 'Caring for a cat' series is a selection of titles which each focus on a common feline condition. Over 3000 copies sold
worldwide. Caring for a blind cat has been written as an ideal information source and support tool for cat owners whose cats are
visually impaired or blind. It is also helpful to owners of cats with eye problems that may lead to vision problems blindness and
would be perfect for a person thinking of re-homing a blind or disabled cat. The book is also designed to be a resource for student
vets, veterinary nurses and technicians. The science and emotional aspects of dealing with a diagnosis of blindness are dealt with
and the causes and treatments of eye conditions are discussed. The book has practical advice on how to modify the home and
garden for blind cats. Case studies are included to show how well blind cats can cope with their disability and Caring for a Blind
Cat gives lots of advice to improve the quality of life of your visually impaired cat.
Do you know someone is crazy about both books and cats? This cute notebook journal is gonna be a big surprise they'll adore.
Great Christmas or birthday gift.
Problem solving for cat people. Sure, your cat cleans itself, uses a litter box, and is happy to pitch in by ridding your basement of
the occasional unwanted rodent. But she is also a barely domesticated wild animal whose compulsions might include shredding
upholstery, knocking over plants, and trying to dominate the “territory” you call home. How to accommodate your pet’s feral
instincts while reducing these problem areas in your relationship? Through engineering! Conceived by aerospace engineer Mac
Delaney, here are ten ingenious DIY projects that address the quirks of cat behavior head-on, with results that will help both your
cat and you to live happily—together—ever after.
Invite in another wonderful year of kawaii kitties with this 16-month wall calendar featuring 13 full-color illustrations of lovable
kawaii cats in adorable scenes as they have too much fun throughout the year. With a handy page that shows the months of
September, October, November, and December 2021, followed by individual pages for the months of 2022, this 12" × 12" wall
calendar features original kawaii kitten art from popular Instagram artist Bichi Mao (@bichi.mao). Enjoy all the cattitude these
quirky kittens give off as they swarm your year. These cute feline friends do all sorts of adorable things and will help make 2022 an
uplifting year. Aside from being their inspiring selves doing daily activities, these kitties get dolled up for their holiday best for
Valentine's Day, Saint Patrick's Day, Easter, Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Kawaii Kitties 2022 is the perfect gift for the
artistic friend, lover of super-cute everything, Japanese culture aficionado, or crazy cat lady in your life!
From the author of the New York Times bestselling Oh My Dog comes the true story of Yoda, a very special cat—and adorable
Instagram sensation—rescued by Beth and Howard Stern. When Beth first met Yoda at the animal shelter, he was skinny and his
fur was matted. He hid in the back of his cage and wanted nothing to do with anyone. But Beth chose Yoda. She took him home,
cleaned him up, and gave him love. Beth fosters kittens, too, and before long Yoda discovered them—and his life purpose. Now
he’s happy, and fluffy, and very, very busy. He makes sure the orphan kittens eat, he keeps them safe, and he even cleans up
after them. Yoda acts like a father and mother to the foster kittens that fill his home, and taking care of others has helped him too:
even though Yoda has a serious heart condition, he’s made a miraculous turnaround, and is healthier than doctors thought he
could be. To further the important work that Beth does on behalf of animals, all of her proceeds from this book will be donated to
North Shore Animal League America’s Bianca’s Furry Friends campaign.
Do You want To Organize Your Time? ? This Calendar Will Make Your Life Very organized And Happy! This is 2021 Kittens
Calendar with Official Holidays, Very Beautiful calendar gift for Small kitten's lovers and making Successful achievements This
year. ?This calendar are the perfect gift for any occasion: Christmas Gifts Halloween Gifts Veterans Day Gifts Thanksgiving Gifts
Birthday Gifts Mother's Day Gifts Mindful Gifts new year wishes... Fill your upcoming Year with 18 months of Awesome Calendar
all year round. ?Features and details 18 Monthes JAN 2021 to JUN 2022 "8.5x8.5" Inch 18 Awesome Full Color photography Cute
Glossy Cover Official Holidays ?Fill your Years with success ! Everyone need to have this Calendar since the first of the year.Give
it to yourself, friends, family and co-worker and have a great year together! For more Beautiful Calendars and Planners click on
Author name to check it out...

Dog is a cat- the only problem is that he doesn't behave like one! Instead he wags his tail, sticks out his tongue and yaps
in a manner which is distinctly puppyish. Something has to be done! The pride of cats is at stake - the shame of an entire
species a consequence of allowing a feline to behave in such a disgraceful canine manner.
Bella loves Anna "so much" that she copies every single thing she does. Finally Anna decides she's had enough of Bella
being "such" a copycat! What is Bella going to do? This debut offers a lighthearted look at playground friendships. Full
color.
When Arfy finds a homeless kitten, he writes letters to prospective owners, hoping to find the perfect home for his new
friend.
This comprehensive cat care guide from the star of the hit Animal Planet show "My Cat from Hell," Jackson Galaxy,
shows us how to eliminate feline behavioral problems by understanding cats' instinctive behavior. Cat Mojo is the
confidence that cats exhibit when they are at ease in their environment and in touch with their natural instincts—to hunt,
catch, kill, eat, groom, and sleep. Problems such as litter box avoidance and aggression arise when cats lack this
confidence. Jackson Galaxy's number one piece of advice to his clients is to help their cats harness their mojo. This book
is his most comprehensive guide yet to cat behavior and basic cat care, rooted in understanding cats better. From getting
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kittens off to the right start socially, to taking care of cats in their senior years, and everything in between, this book
addresses the head-to-toe physical and emotional needs of cats—whether related to grooming, nutrition, play, or stressfree trips to the vet.
From the publisher of B. Kliban’s Cat, All I Need to Know I Learned from My Cat, and Bad Cat, comes a new book that
answers the question all cat lovers ask: How do I make my cat like me? 97 Ways to Make a Cat Like You is the perfect
interactive guide to these mysterious, fickle, seemingly aloof—yet really, just particular—pets. Paired with a full-color
photograph of friendly, extroverted, happy cats (in case you’ve forgotten what a cat looks like when he “likes” you), the
97 inspired, occasionally silly but always behaviorally-based tips and tricks prove that when a cat is treated right, he or
she will respond in kind. Within reason. There’s the “Eye on the Ball”—record a tennis match or a Ping-Pong game on
TV to play back for your cat when he needs a bit of exercise. “Cat Burrito”—wrap your cat in a towel, burrito-style, which
is particularly good for anxious pets or trips to the vet. The “Boing, Boing!”—wind pipe cleaners around a pencil in a spiral
shape to create springs. Carefully slide off the pencil so the spirals go “boing” when pressed. The classic “Tickle,
Tickle”—tickle Kitty under her chin and softly say “gitchy, gitchy, gitchy” in your highest-pitched voice. And for the cat
owner willing to go the distance, the “There’s No Business Like Show Business”—practice your best Ethel Merman by
belting out favorite show tunes for your cat. Kitty won’t care if you’re off-key and she’ll enjoy the stimulation.
The best gift for cat-lovers who have everything! Today, I'm going to collect cats. At the moment, I have no cats. But I do
have plan... This hilarious picture book is purrrfect for cat lovers everywhere! Honestly: can anyone ever have too many
cats? The answer might be yes, if the cats are rather large, with big teeth! But mostly, the answer is NEVER!
In a world filled with inspirational know-it-alls and quotable blowhards, only one figure is indifferent enough to tell the
cranky truth: Grumpy Cat. Following the success of her New York Times bestselling debut, everyone's favorite
disgruntled feline is back with this demotivational guide to everyday life, love, friendship, and more. Featuring many new
photos of Grumpy Cat's famous frown and packed with uninspiring observations, The Grumpy Guide to Life will help
anyone get in touch with their inner grouch.
"Is that my cat? It can't be. My cat is a slim, sleek pussy cat." Something strange is happening with this rather large kittythe one who used to fit through the cat door, climbed trees fearlessly, and always wanted to play. Now she lazes on the
windowsill, and it takes two hands to pick her up! Keep guessing as the story unfolds page by page, until right at the end
when there's a big surprise!
Jim Qwilleran and his cats scramble for clues when peaceful Breakfast Island is turned upside-down by murder in this
mystery in the New York Times bestselling Cat Who series. Qwilleran and the cats are visiting an island known by many
names. Qwill has always called it Breakfast Island, but to the taciturn natives, it’s Providence Island. To the rich summer
resident, it’s Grand Island—and to the developers and tourists who are turning this once-peaceful place into a circus, it’s
Pear Island. But when some odd “accidents” occur, including a fatal boat explosion, Qwill suspects sabotage and sets
out to investigate—because murder by any other name is just as deadly...
THIS IS A PICTURE BOOK. NO TEXT.A beautiful Colorful Picture book with stunning images. Some of the world's most
beautiful baby animals, experience and take a journey through this animal photo book and be transported to their much
loved world in this spectacular photography Book which captures adorable kittens and puppies in all its cuteness. Perfect
for all lovers of animals especially cat and dog lovers, this beautifully packaged stunning coffee table photobook
showcases different amazing pictures of kittens from cats, and puppies from dogs. Product details Breathtaking images
Extra Large 8.5 x 11 size Printed on high quality interior stock Premium finish cover A wonderful gift or the perfect
souvenir Take a journey through the world's cutest animals, traveling from color to magnificent color with this beguiling
book.
Go from aww to awful! with I Don't Really Love You, a darkly humorous collection of adorable pet photography and soulcrushing one-liners, based on the popular Instagram @365DaysofDread. Drawing on the black humor of author Alex
Beyer, I Don't Really Love You takes readers on a journey from delightful to depressing (and back again!). Dead pan
captions, from "Birthdays don't matter" to "Inadequacy haunts me endlessly," peek out from behind the forms of calm cats
and happy-go-lucky puppies, creating an unexpected contrast and offbeat appeal. Pet lovers and humor lovers will be
captivated in equal measure, with more than 75 full-color photographs of cats and dogs in a range of breeds, alongside
an off-beat, subversive voice. With the perfect attitude for our rapidly changing world, this quirky book will make readers
laugh out loud (after sending them crawling under the covers to contemplate their existence).
Address Organization For All Of The Crazy Cat Ladies and Other Cat Lovers... How many times have you lost contact
information when upgrading to a new phone or accidentally deleting an email? With this in mind, we specifically designed
this address book to keep track of mailing and email addresses, birthdays, etc with a feline-inspired design. As any Cat
Mom can (and will) tell you, cats are one of the sweetest and loyal pets (family members) out there. Although they can be
a little stubborn and independent at times, we wouldn't have it any other way and just love them so much! Features: Cute
and unique design featuring a cozy cat couple underneath a heart! Aww! Created for cat lovers of all ages in mind.
Perfect Cat Themed gift for couples, too. Don't forget birthdays, Valentine's Day, Anniversaries, Mother's Day, etc! Great
way to celebrate National Cat Day (10/29). Kitty Bingo Page 6" x 9" size 124 pages 5 pages each for the letters A - W
and 3 pages each for X- Z 3 slots per page to list name, address, email, birthday, anniversary and miscellaneous notes. If
you are ready to get organized in style, then adding this delightful cat-themed address book is a must! Please follow
Cat's Meow Press to receive notifications on future cat theme-related notebooks, planners, etc. Thank you, Cat's Meow
Press ?
Just when you thought you knew all there was to know about cats comes the ultimate—and unexpected—guide to taking
your cat into the wild. Here are cats walking on a leash. Cats hiking on a leash. Cats tramping through snow. Cats
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camping. Cats kayaking, canoeing, even surfing—yes, cats who love water. When animal writer and active hiker Laura
Moss couldn’t find an online resource for hitting the trail with her cat, she created one. AdventureCats.org took off like
wildfire, with attention from Wired, the Huffington Post, Outside magazine, BuzzFeed, and much more. Now, the book
Adventure Cats—a collection of jaw-dropping photographs, inspiring stories of real-life cats, and all the how-to a cat owner
needs—will take readers and their cats well beyond the backyard. Learn how to leash-train a cat. What to do if you
encounter wildlife on the trail. Plus, winter safety tips, and how to bring a little bit of the outdoors to an indoor cat. The
stories themselves are catnip for animal lovers, from Nanakuli, the one-eyed cat who hangs ten; to Georgie, a four-yearold gray tabby who lives on a sailboat; to Quandary, who not only insists on hiking with her family but also teaches them
a valuable lesson: When you follow your cat’s natural tendency to wander, you experience the outdoors at a slower,
richer pace. This book will delight every cat person, regardless of whether their pet is inclined to adventure. (Take the
quiz at the beginning of the book to find out!)
From kitten rescuer and New York Times bestselling author Hannah Shaw, also known as Kitten Lady on YouTube and
Instagram, comes an inspiring picture book that takes readers on the adorable journey of foster kittens from their first
days after birth all the way to adoption! Did you know that kittens are born with their eyes closed, and they are so small
that they can fit in the palm of your hand? Or that being groomed with a toothbrush reminds orphan kittens of their
mothers’ tongues, and helps them feel comfy and safe? Learn these facts and more in Kitten Lady’s first picture book!
Hannah uses her engaging, fun voice to show how she helps orphan kittens grow up, get adopted, and become healthy,
happy cats. Featuring irresistible photographs and playful doodles, Kitten Lady’s Big Book of Little Kittens shows what
you can do to help the tiniest felines in our big, big world.
A pioneering book highlighting the dynamic environmental dimensions of towns and villages and spatial connections with
surrounding land.
Learn how to persuade cats—the world’s most skeptical and cautious negotiators—with this primer on rhetoric and argument from
the New York Times bestselling author of Thank You for Arguing! Cats are skilled manipulators who can talk you into just about
anything without a single word (or maybe a meow or two). They can get you to drop whatever you’re doing and play with them.
They can make you serve their dinner way ahead of schedule. They can get you to sit down in an instant to provide a lap. On the
other hand, try getting a cat to do what you want.... While it’s hard, persuading a cat is possible. And after that, persuading
humans becomes a breeze, and that is what you will learn in this book. How to Argue with a Cat will teach you how to: · Hold an
intelligent conversation—one of the few things easier to do with a cat than a human. · Argue logically, even if your opponent is furry
and irrational. · Hack up a fallacy (the hairball of logic). · Make your body do the talking (cats are very good at this). · Master
decorum: the art of fitting in with cats, venture capitalists, or humans. · Learn the wisdom of predator timing to pounce at the right
moment. · Get someone to do something or stop doing it. · Earn any creature’s respect and loyalty.
America's favorite cat behavior expert, author of Catwise and Cat vs. Cat, offers the most complete resource for cat owners of all
stripes, now fully updated. "The queen of cat behavior" - Steve Dale, author of My Pet World Think it's impossible to train a cat?
Think again! By learning how to think like a cat, you'll be amazed at just how easy it is. Whether you are a veteran cat lover, a
brand-new owner of a sweet kitten, or the frustrated companion of a feline whose driving you crazy, Pam Johnson-Bennett will
help you understand what makes your cat tick (as well as scratch and purr). Topics range from where to get a cat to securing a
vet; from basic health care to treating more serious problems; choosing an inrresistible scratching post and avoiding litterbox
problems. A comprehensive guide to cat care and training, she helps you understand the instincts that guide feline behavior. Using
behavior modification and play therapy techniques, she shares successful methods that will help you and your cat build a great
relationship.
Work in style with this Composition Notebook with Dot Grid Paper This gorgeous book with it's cool cat with glasses and vintage
background will brighten up any project and would be a perfect gift for a cat lover. it has dot grid pages - great for school, writing,
doodling, journaling, drawing, design or anything else you want 100 pages of premium quality paper 7.44 x 9.69 inches durable,
soft, glossy cover
Life is better with a kitten Those big round eyes. Those tiny mews. Those wobbly steps on little paws. Who can resist the adorable
charms of a kitten? What they lack in size, they make up for in personality, and these heart-melting bundles of fur have got us
head over heels in love. Dedicated to our tiniest feline friends, this paw-some little book proves that a kitten is a purr-fect
companion.
p>365 Cat Calendar 2020 A year-long celebration of felines and their impeccable displays of attitude and elegance, in full-cool
enjoyable photographs of beautiful cats pictures of 2020 on each year. Graceful, sometimes goofy, always completely enchanting,
and all of them winners of the 2020 Cat Calendar Contest, they are a joy for cat lovers to behold.The ineffable charisma of
gorgeous cat, reverent portraits in color and black and white. Admire the flashing, aquamarine eyes of a Russian Blue. The
irresistibly pet-table wrinkles of a Scottish Fold. And an orange tabby kitten who, playing peekaboo under a blanket, is friskiness
incarnate. Each of these elegant photographs including both head shots and candid shots brings out the elegance, attitude, and
spirit of the cat. Features: enjoy calendar date with holidays and event days 24 pages (1 page per month including a beautiful cat
picture January2020 to December 2020) All major holidays and moon phases listed, with plenty of room for writing notes and
appointments. Enjoy stunning, full-color photographs of yoga cats every single month. Quality and sturdy paper resists curling and
ink bleed-through, and durable binding ensures longevity throughout the year. 8.5 x 11 inches size. Perfect gift for a new year
*A New York Times Bestseller* #1 National Bestseller Indie Bestseller From Kitten Lady, the professional kitten rescuer, humane
educator, animal advocate, and owner of the popular Instagram @kittenxlady comes the definitive book on saving the most
vulnerable—and adorable—feline population: newborn kittens. Hannah Shaw, better known as Kitten Lady, has dedicated her life to
saving the tiniest felines, but one doesn't have to be a professional kitten rescuer to change—and save—lives. In Tiny but Mighty,
Hannah not only outlines the dangers newborn kittens face and how she combats them, but how you can help every step of the
way, from fighting feline overpopulation on the streets to fostering unweaned kittens, from combating illness to combating
compassion fatigue, from finding a vet to finding the purrfect forever home. Filled with information on animal welfare, instructional
guides, and personal rescue stories of kittens like Chloe, Tidbit, Hank, and Badger—not to mention hundreds of adorable kitten
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photos—Tiny but Mighty is the must-have kitten book for cat lovers, current-and-future rescuers, foster parents, activists, and
advocates.
Who needs boring ol' superheroes who leap giant buildings and run faster than locomotives when your day can be saved by the cuddly,
super-cute, full-on feline charm of Mimi, Twee-Twee, and Adorbs, aka EMERGENCY KITTENS!!! When bullies steal Sheldon's ball in the
playground, a pack of your usual, everyday, human caped crusaders leaps to the rescue. But when their showy feats of strength and agility
fail to impress, some real heroes step in to save the day- EMERGENCY KITTENS!!! With their unending cuteness and unforgivably adorable
purrs, this mighty trio of fluffy goodness turns any sticky situation into one of pure cuddles. Pages of silly, good-natured giggles await any kid
who loves superheroes, cats, or really funny read-alouds. And parents and teachers will like the gentle way in which this story subtly teaches
that kindness and cuddles can often solve a problem that strength and muscle cannot.
365 Kittens a Year Calendar 2004365 Kittens a Year CalendarKitten Lady's Big Book of Little KittensSimon and Schuster
CMJ New Music Monthly, the first consumer magazine to include a bound-in CD sampler, is the leading publication for the emerging music
enthusiast. NMM is a monthly magazine with interviews, reviews, and special features. Each magazine comes with a CD of 15-24 songs by
well-established bands, unsigned bands and everything in between. It is published by CMJ Network, Inc.
Just when we all thought things couldn't get any cuter, from the author of the New York Times bestselling I Could Pee on This comes I Knead
My Mommy, a book of confessional poems about the triumphs, trials, and daily discoveries of being a kitten. From climbing walls to claiming
hearts, these little cats bare all in such instant classics as "And Then You Said 'No,'" "Ode to a Lizard I Didn't Know Is Also a Pet in This
House," and "I Will Save You." With adorable photos of the poetic prodigies throughout, this volume gives readers a glimpse into their
confused and curious feline minds as they encounter the world around them.
It's the genius of feline schedules, and the whiz, all things considered. Including the recognized victors of the yearly Cat Calendar Contest,
365 Cats has done it once more! Here are America's cutest, feistiest, and most photogenic cats in delightful full tone in the 365 Cats Page A
Day Calendar 2021. A splendid peered toward dark-striped cat prepared for supper. A striking Siberian--which, in spite of its bountiful hide,
makes a decent pet for the unfavorably susceptible feline sweetheart. Enthusiastic Abyssinians, an intriguing smooth Sphinx, and a sweet
tuxedo snoozing in a comfortable lounger. Incorporates breed data, wellbeing and care tips, and insightful words: "Felines never pause
dramatically that isn't photogenic."-- Angie Peterson. This Calendar Will Make You Very composed And Excited To Work For Your Notes And
Goals! ? This Is Perfect Calendar present for any event: Christmas Gifts Halloween Gifts Veterans Day Gifts Thanksgiving Gifts Birthday Gifts
Mother's Day Gifts Careful Gifts new year wishes... Fill your forthcoming Year with year and a half of Awesome Calendar lasting through the
year. ? Features and subtleties: 15 Months OCT 2020 to DEC 2021 "8.5x11" Inch 15 Awesome Full Color photography Charming Glossy
Cover Official Holidays ?Fill your Years with progress ! Everybody need to have this Calendar since the first of the year. Offer it to yourself,
companions, family and colleague and have an extraordinary year together!
Dodie Smith’s classic tale adapted into a playful and stylish new picture book Dalmatians Pongo and Missis live in London with their beloved
owners. When Missis finds out she’s going to have puppies, they’re all thrilled! But, Missis doesn’t just have one puppy . . . or two . . . or
three . . . she has fifteen! When the puppies go missing, Pongo and Missis know that there’s only one woman who can be behind the
dognapping: the notorious Cruella de Vil. They strike out across the city and—with a little help from the street dogs of London—rescue their
pups and many, many more from a terrible fate.
A humorous collection of dozens of photos of funny and adorable cats as they play with, roll in, and chow down their favorite snack of choice
-- catnip. Cats love catnip. Whether it's eating it, playing with it, or rolling around in it, catnip turns our domestic feline friends into hilarious
balls of activity. Carefree and unconstrained, they are free to be silly, exceptionally playful, and downright gnarly. Professional pet
photographer and self-confessed crazy cat man Andrew Marttila (the photographer behind Shop Cats of New York) captures a range of the
cats' silly and expressive personalities as they react to their catnip trip. Delightful, elegant Fluffy transforms into a hell-bent renegade. Shy,
reserved Mittens becomes a free-loving acrobat. In the blink of an eye, a cat's expression transforms from bored to inquisitive to playful to
curious to bizarre . . . to utterly unhinged. A fun and delightful look at our furry companions, this gift book is perfect for every cat lover.
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